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For My Baby The Bomb it’s not about being in the limelight but showcasing their
creativity. This baby is not made of flesh and blood and this bomb is no dummy. I'm A
Tiger is the first thing the band has recorded since its formation in 2008. The story has
finally begun, the tiger let loose.
The four women and the guy on drums have taken their time and been impressive up until now
with their mental concerts where My Baby The Bomb (MBTB) really explode on stage, their steel
drums and plucked harp giving the impression of a healing ritual of some weird bombers’ cult. As a
live band the quintet celebrates the lightness of being and the joy of the moment.
After a long break in 2011, the four female musicians and their drummer realised that without
performing, there was simply no trace of MBTB. There was no video in which they appeared in
cringe-worthy clothes, no song which today they would regret ever having released, and no album
reviews whose scathing remarks they would have highlighted and stuck to their rehearsal-room
door.
That’s all due to change now. The tiger has been woken and will be uncaged. The eight songs on
this debut I’m A Tiger make for a fresh-sounding and entertaining album.
My Baby The Bomb are Karin (vocals), Mira (vocals, harp), Nicole (guitar), Luzia (keyboards) and
Daniel (drums).
I’m A Tiger is released on the 20th September 2013.
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